
Animal Medium Susan Deren: Connecting
with Beloved Pets Beyond Death in Animals
Crossing Over
Death is an inevitable part of life, and the loss of a beloved animal
companion can be heartbreaking. For many people, the thought of never
seeing their furry friend again is unbearable. But what if there was a way to
communicate with our departed pets and learn more about their journey
into the afterlife?

Animal medium Susan Deren believes that it is possible to connect with
animals on the other side of the veil. She has spent years developing her
gift and has helped countless people find peace and closure after losing a
beloved pet.
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Susan Deren's journey as an animal medium began in childhood. She
always had a deep connection with animals and could often sense their
thoughts and feelings. As she grew older, she began to realize that she
could also communicate with animals who had passed away.

At first, Susan was reluctant to share her gift with the world. She was afraid
of being judged or ridiculed. But after seeing the profound impact her
readings could have on people's lives, she decided to come forward.

Susan has now been practicing as an animal medium for over 20 years.
She has helped countless people connect with their departed pets and find
peace and closure. She has also appeared on numerous television and
radio shows, and has written several books about her experiences.

How Animal Mediumship Works

Animal mediumship is a form of communication with animals who have
passed away. Mediums like Susan Deren are able to bridge the gap
between the physical world and the spirit world, and they can relay
messages from animals to their loved ones.

There are many different ways that animal mediums can communicate with
animals. Some mediums see visions of animals, while others hear their
voices or sense their presence. Susan Deren uses a combination of these
methods to connect with animals on the other side.

Benefits of Animal Mediumship

There are many benefits to animal mediumship. For people who have lost a
beloved pet, it can provide a sense of peace and closure. It can also help



people to understand the death of their pet and to come to terms with their
grief.

Animal mediumship can also help people to learn more about their pets'
lives in the afterlife. They can find out what their pets are ng, who they are
with, and what they are thinking about.

Susan Deren's Book: Animals Crossing Over

In her book, Animals Crossing Over, Susan Deren shares her experiences
as an animal medium. She provides detailed accounts of her readings with
animals who have passed away, and she offers guidance on how to
connect with your own departed pets.

Animals Crossing Over is a valuable resource for anyone who has lost a
beloved pet. It offers hope and comfort, and it can help people to find
peace and closure after their loss.

Animal mediumship is a powerful tool that can help people to connect with
their departed pets. Susan Deren is a gifted animal medium who has
helped countless people find peace and closure after losing a beloved pet.
If you are grieving the loss of a pet, I encourage you to consider reaching
out to an animal medium like Susan Deren. She may be able to help you
connect with your pet and find the peace and closure you are seeking.
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